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. : On n 11-26-63, following } Bureai instructions, “this - 
- writer and SA CHARLES T.. BROW, Jr., accompanied Secret Service” 
Agents LEON L. GOPADZE and MAX PHILLIPS to the Six Flags Inn, -- 
Arlington, Texas, for the purpose of interviewing MARINA OSWALD. 
At the outset of the interview, when this writer was introduced 

‘to MARINA OSWALD, she advised SA GOPADZE, the interpreter, that | 
she had previously met this writer. Upon completion of this- 
interview, SA BROWN and myself returned Agents PHILLIPS and 
GOPADZE to the Dallas Office of the Secret. Service. At this § - 

' time, this writer verified all of my notes concerning the inter- 
view which had just taken place, so that there could be no . . 

& 

‘ _ eonflict between interview as reported by the FBI and the inter 
- view as reported by Secret Service. In addtion to this writer, 

' SA BROWN and Secret Service Agents GOPADZE and PHILLIPS, Inspector 
TOM KELLEY of the Secret Service was present. At this time, SA 
GOPADZE advised Inspector KELLEY that MARINA-OSWALD had recognized 

- , this writer.~iInspector KELLEY asked me if this was true and I 
‘lie ~ acknowledged that I had met MARINA OSWALD ongone occasion at . 

-. -. Mrs. PAINE's residence. Nothing further was said concerning 
'*" . this conversation and the Secret Service Agents did not ask me. 

what she had told me, and this point was ‘not touched upon again 
Guring ¢ our conversation. 

The conversation referred to was the one that. the 
Bureau was previously advised of which took place on 11-1-63 
at the residence of Mrs. PAINE when MARINA OSWALD entered the 
room when Agent was interviewing Mrs. PAINE and she was told 
by the writer that the purpose of the visit was not to harrass 
or molest her in any way. 

“ It should be noted that the Secret Service report 
' gtates that MARINA OSWALD told them it was a very short conversa-. 

_ tion and was translated by Mrs. PAINE and the Agent then left. 
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I did not.offer or agree to - 
‘. furnish any copy of my report ‘of this interview to any: Secret” 
Service Agent, and none was ever furnshed. re 

  
  

 


